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“The pupil is thereby ‘schooled’ to confuse teaching with 
learning, grade advancement with education, a diploma with 
competence, fluency with the ability to say something new… 
Medical treatment is mistaken for health care, social work 
for the improvement of community life, police protection for 
safety, military poise for national security... Health, learning, 
dignity, independence and creative endeavor are defined as 
little more than the performance of the institutions that 
claim to serve these ends.” 

_ From DeSchooling Society. Ivan Illich. Harper & Row 1971
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The relationship between our educational 
institutions and the learning they are designed  
to facilitate is a complex one. 
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There is an inherent inertia that stems from the way 
these institutions are organised, which can interfere 
with our ability to support learning in a way that 
allows it to evolve dynamically alongside its context.
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Change is the key quality that characterizes  
the fields in which we operate. 
yet…  
as educators we are sometimes not always able  
to engage with the positive evolutionary change  
that these fields require.
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The logic of league table driven competition, 
reinforces this process.  

The imperfectly rigid metrics of achievement data, NSS, 
DHLE and research frameworks that are often not fit for 
purpose when applied to our field lead to simplistic and 
limiting development strategies.
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                                                      was set up from  
the belief that, in order to respond to the profound 
cultural, economic and technological changes that 
are re-shaping our discipline, we need to engage 
outside of our institutional echo chambers.  
We need to create mechanisms that force us to 
challenge and disrupt the inherent institutional 
inertia to instigate a dynamic and inclusive process 
of critical reflection, review and development. 
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All of this started in 2009, when I was part of the 
team that developed Cascade, an award-winning 
education platform that supported the ‘onedotzero, 
Adventures in Motion’ festival at the BFi.  

Cascade provided the opportunity to test out models for 
educational practice that would better respond to the shifts in 
behaviour brought on by new technologies.
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onedotzero Cascade was: 

_ Cross disciplinary

_ Not tied to an institution

_ It allowed students, educators & practitioners  

   to work together.  

_ students worked collaboratively

_ there was no definite final outcomes


it was built around onedotzero’s understanding  
of creative principles that were shaping an emerging  
digital culture. 
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In 2011 after a Cascade symposium, myself  
and one of my recent graduates, Jessie Price,  
decided to create… 

as a platform to facilitate meaningful dialogue  
& constructive collaboration between education  
and the creative professions.
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Panel of industry practitioners: 
Joe Macleod & Gyppsy, ustwo; Nick Farnhill, Poke;  
Chris Downs, Method; Durrell Bishop, Lucky Bite;  
Andy Huntingdon, Berg; Utku Can, Mint Digital…  

met with educators such as:

Fred Deakin, Nick Bell, Lawrence Zeegan 

and teachers from primary, secondary, tertiary education.
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Conclusions from 
_ ’digital’ is not about software & screens.
_ hold students in the journey. 
_ think process NOT outcomes.
_ encourage risk and failure.
_’hack’/ break and re-make.
_ Iterate/ test and prototype.
_ disrupt & re-think.
_ test and validate
_ break the subject silo
_ connect and collaborate
_ facilitate rather than instruct
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Insight from:

Droga5/ Ogilvy & Mather/ Karsten Schmidt/ Its Nice That/ 
Biliothéque/ Adrian Shaughnessy/ Moving Brands/ Nat Hunter/ 
ustwo/ Sennep/ Kin/ Metahaven, Zeus Jones/ SomeONE/ Method/ 
Lucienne Roberts/ Dunne & Raby  

and so on.



prototypes
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Contemporary practice is moving away  
from the individual creation of things 

we look at…


… to the co-creation of things we  
interact with.



“In the “modern” era, design practice adopted 
something of the point-of-view or even the philosophy 
of manufacturing
—a mechanical-object ethos. 

Emerging design practice is adopting something of 
the point-of-view or even the philosophy of software 
and service development—an organic systems 
ethos.”

_ Design in the age of biology. Dubberly & Pangaro
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_ Design in the age of biology. Hugh Dubberly 
_ ACM — Interactions — Volume XV.5 — September + October 2008 
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Transitional learning hubs
I worked with the team on the Graphic Arts course to instigate 
a series of spaces designed to facilitate a mix of learning 
experiences that allowed students to:

_ engage in non assessed learning

_ step outside of their course.

_ cross disciplines.

_ make external connections.

_ engage with emerging disciplines and practices. 

_ and initiate their own learning.
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Studio 3015 

‘a professional design studio 
situated within the studios at WSA 
that offers placements and employs 
recent graduates to design and 
produce marketing materials for 
the school.’ 

_
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Studio 3015 is a service provider, creating high quality 
marketing materials for the School of Art. 

However, situated within the Studio spaces and employing 
recent graduates it also existed to challenge and question how 
enterprise, academic research, learning and employability might 
evolve together and entwine.
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publisher

‘equipped for the production of limited edition 
publications and able to help staff and students package 
and publish their work.’
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Bricks from the Kiln
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publisher

‘set up to facilitate cross disciplinary enquiry into 
the potential of code based design and internet 
connected creativity.’
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publisher
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publisher

Dem Gerolemou 
Product designer 
ustwo
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